NFRC Task Group
Minute Taking Form

Name of Meeting: Door Task Group

Chairman: Steve Jasperson

Recording Secretary: Chris Nolt

Call to Order: Date - 11/07/11 Time - 9:30 AM

Approval of Previous Meeting Minutes:

Business of Meeting: (MINUTES recorded on the following attached pages)

- Dennis Anderson presented an update on the standardized benchmark entry door calculation spreadsheet. Seven labs participated in an interlaboratory comparison. Six of the labs had consistent results with variations typically at the third decimal place. Goal is APC will approve spreadsheet in April, 2012.

- Steve Jasperson presented update on full CPD number labeling which goes into effect July 1, 2012.

- Scott Hanlon presented an update on grouping glass options with identical values in the CPD. Goal is to reduce number of CPD numbers. This is a voluntary program.

- Jeff Baker presented a slab & glass component modeling concept for entry doors. Concept uses a slab component library and door lite component library that are imported into a total product calculator too to generate performance data. Glass suppliers would provide door lite simulations and slab manufacturers would supply slab data. Prehangers would select applicable slab/lite combinations for their products. A proposal of the concept will be submitted to the board.